Conductor (AMC) 
Introduction
Wearable antennas experience performance degradation such as frequency detuning, bandwidth reduction and radiation distortions when placed on human body [1] . Moreover, the radiation that penetrates into the human cells is a major health concern [2] . To overcome such issues, textile AMC sheet has been introduced which is flexible and suitable for wearable communications [3] . AMC surface helps by minimizing the radiation exposure to the human body, apart from enhancing the gain. Textile antenna and AMC sheet are meant for wearable application [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Human body is a complex and inhomogeneous environment for wearable antennas to perfectly operate. Furthermore, wearable antennas that are mounted on human body are subjected to dynamic environment changes such as movements and exposure to nature, e.g. rain and snow. Such environment variation is a challenge for textile antennas to function effectively [1] . Apart from the interaction between antenna and human body, the wearable antennas are exposed to several dynamic conditions including bending [7] and wetness [8] . Moreover, as mentioned earlier, wearable antennas that are placed very close to human body create health concerns regarding the penetration of electromagnetic radiation onto the human's flesh [9] . In this study, a textile diamond dipole with AMC ground plane is proposed. In addition, in order to test whether or not the performance of the wearable antenna and AMC are viable for body centric applications, this study will discuss the measurements conducted for the antenna and AMC, under bending and wet conditions. SAR investigation will also be presented at the end of this article. sient solver computed by Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software, prior to the AMC arrays design.
Textile Diamond Dipole
Diamond dipole antenna made of textile has been designed in this study. The antenna is to be incorporated with textile AMC structure that will be discussed in the next section. The main fabric used in this study is fleece with permittivity r = 1.3, tangent loss = 0.025 and thickness h = 1 mm. Shieldit fabric is used for the conducting parts of the dipole and AMC. Diamond dipole antenna is an inverted bow-tie antenna, and it is obtained by flipping the two halves of the bow-tie antenna [10] . Diamond dipole offers wider bandwidth compared to the conventional planar straight dipole [11] , [12] . Based on the design in [13] , a 2.45 GHz textile diamond dipole is designed and the layout along with its dimensions is as shown in Fig. 1 . After the simulation process, fabrication of the antenna follows. The prototype of the textile diamond dipole is shown in Fig. 2 . Pigtail SMA is used as the connector for the diamond dipole. This cable type connector is deemed to be suitable to be used in wearable application as opposed to the typical bottom fed SMA connector. Balun is often needed to prevent return current from the third arm. Inner conductor of coaxial with certain length will act as the third arm of the radiator. In this work, balun is not considered because the influence of asymmetric feeder is negligible in a complex human body environment. In addition, comparison between simulated and measured results show that the feed is matched since the effective length of the feeder gives impedance matching of 50 ohm. As such, the overall size and cost of the antenna becomes lower without the addition of balun.
Measurements have been performed to validate the simulation findings. The measured S 11 for the diamond dipole is plotted and compared with the simulation in Fig. 3 . From the results, reasonable agreement between simulation and measurement can be seen. The measured S 11 has a depth of -33.64 dB with bandwidth of 750 MHz (30.93%) that ranging from 2.05 GHz to 2.8 GHz. From the results in Fig. 3 , it can be observed that there is slight discrepancy between simulated and measured return loss. The measured S 11 is found to yield higher return loss depth compared to the simulated value. However, measured result gives good resonance at 2.45 GHz, hence validating the simulation. The radiation pattern measurement has been conducted in an anechoic chamber and the results are presented and compared with the simulation in Fig. 4 . The measured patterns in E and H planes show good agreement with the simulation. The measured gain is 3.09 dB and 2.04 dB for the simulated value. The designed antenna has computed efficiencies of 98.77%. Very close agreement has been obtained between the measurement and simulation in terms of resonance, bandwidth and radiation pattern. However, there is discrepancy between simulated and measured gain that is predicted due to dissimilarity between the simulated structure and fabricated prototype. The pigtail SMA connector is not included in the simulated structure to reduce simulation size and time, where discrete port has been simulated as the antenna excitation.
Textile Diamond Dipole above AMC
Continuing from the textile antenna design, the development of textile AMC structure is then explored. In this study, textile AMC is designed to have in-phase reflection at 2.45 GHz. The AMC consists of conductive patches on a textile substrate that is backed with a ground plane. Similar to the antenna design, the substrate of the AMC is also made of fleece fabric whereas the conducting patches and ground plane are made of Shieldit fabric.
To design the AMC array, a unit cell characterization using CST transient solver is performed as shown in Fig. 5 . The unit cell simulation represents infinite array by manipulating the boundary conditions in CST. Through unit cell simulation, computational time in designing an AMC arrays can be largely reduced. With boundary conditions assigned as perfect electric and perfect magnetic boundaries that are perpendicular to each other, an infinite array approach can be achieved. Plane wave is set to illuminate the surface of the AMC unit cell and the phase of the reflected wave is recorded to obtain the reflection phase graph. Initially, equations (1-4) are referred, in order to have a rough parameters' estimation of the AMC unit cell. Based on AMC equivalent circuit derived in [14] , the fringe electric field between adjacent metal patches creates the capacitance that is placed at a distance h from a shortcircuited dielectric loaded transmission line. AMC can be modeled as a distributed LC circuit with typical high-impedance surface. The impedance of the structure is given by (1) . The gaps between the metal patches indicate the level of capacitance, C while the height of the substrate represents the inductance, L [15] . f c o , W, g, o and h denote the operating frequency, permittivity of free space, patch width, gap between patches, permeability of free space and substrate thickness respectively.
In this study, a simple geometry of square AMC structure is proposed due to the limitation of textile materials as well as constraints in fabrication. Such design is simple, low cost and easy to fabricate apart from giving satisfactory performance. Vias are not included in the AMC design, for simplicity and easy fabrication. Following the numerical calculation, unit cell simulation is conducted to investigate the reflection phase characteristics of a square textile AMC. Figure 6 illustrates the optimized reflection phase diagram of a fleece square patch with 50 mm width resonating at 2.45 GHz. From the unit cell simulation, AMC arrays are then subsequently designed and the antenna performance above the structure is investigated. The fleece AMC comprises of 6 4 conductive patches backed with a ground plane. After optimization, the patch size is 51 mm with 2 mm gap between the patches. Figure 7 shows the fabricated textile AMC with the diamond dipole. The dimension of the AMC arrays is 318 mm 212 mm. A special cutter machine is used to fabricate the AMC patches for better accuracy. The antenna is placed 5 mm above the AMC surface. The 5 mm distance is maintained by using a special material, Rohacell 31HF with dielectric constant of 1.05. This material is used as the spacer between the antenna and the AMC surface. Such material has permittivity that is very close to air which is suitable to replace the air gap in the simulation.
In this study, investigations for both free space and on-body environments are considered. and AMC sheet are meant to be worn around the torso area hence they are positioned at the centre of the subject's chest. The AMC sheet is closely attached to the subject's body to minimize the air gap. Furthermore, the wearer's hand is ensured to be placed further from the antenna and AMC during measurement for accurate measurement by avoiding unwanted effect from the human's hand. Figure 8 shows the simulated and measured S 11 of the diamond dipole above textile AMC structure. Measured result shows reasonable agreement with the simulation with resonance achieved at 2.45 GHz. Simulated return loss at 2.45 GHz is -19.54 dB with bandwidth of 6.92% from 2.37 GHz to 2.54 GHz. On the other hand, measured reflection coefficient depth is -23.09 dB with bandwidth ranging from 2.17 GHz to 2.57 GHz giving a bandwidth of 16.8%. Figure 9 shows the measured reflection coefficient of the diamond dipole in on-body environment. The graph compares the S 11 of diamond dipole alone and when placed above textile AMC sheet. A shift of resonant frequency to 2.27 GHz is observed when the diamond dipole is placed on human body. When placing the antenna above the AMC sheet, the resonant frequency shifts to 2.37 GHz. Despite the shift in resonance, the antenna is still performing well at 2.45 GHz with return loss of -13.44 dB for the antenna alone and -15.09 dB for the case with the presence of AMC sheet. The simulated and measured radiation patterns in E and H planes are shown in Fig. 10 . Measured results agree well with the simulated results, giving directive patterns with small back lobes. Such forward directive pattern is appropriate for wearable application since it minimizes the radiation that penetrates into the human body. The simulated gain of the antenna above AMC sheet is observed as 5.43 dB; and 2.1 dB without the AMC surface. The measured gain gives similar trend with 6.53 dB for antenna with AMC and 3.09 dB for just the antenna. With the introduction of AMC sheet, significant gain improvement is expected due to the AMC in-phase reflection properties.
Wearable and Body Centric Measurements
This section explores the effect of textile antenna and AMC under wearable and body centric measurements. Three types of measurements are conducted which include bending, wetness and SAR to test the viability of the proposed textile antenna and AMC for wearable application.
Bending
In body centric environment, the performance of antenna under bending condition is a crucial factor to consider. Since textile antenna is designed for wearable application, it is subjected to the change of human body's posture as well as its movements. Therefore, the antenna is prone to bending and it is difficult to maintain the antenna in a flat form. Due to that, bending measurement is necessary to be carried out.
To demonstrate bending condition in human body, polystyrene cylinders are used as the bending set up. The relative permittivity of the polystyrene is 1.06, which is close to the permittivity of air. In this study, bending measurement is performed for the case of antenna on its own and for antenna with AMC. For the case of antenna only, small polystyrene cylinder that represents a human arm size with diameter of 80 mm has been used. On the other hand, two polystyrene cylinders with diameter of 250 mm and 310 mm that mimic the size of small torso and large torso are used for antenna and AMC bending measurements. The bending measurement setup is shown in Fig. 11 . In this study, the textile diamond dipole is bent in horizontal orientation as shown in the figure. Thin sellotape is used to fix the position of the antenna accordingly. Figure 12 depicts the measured reflection coefficient of a bent versus a flat textile diamond dipole. From the result, reasonable agreement can be seen between the two curves. The resonant frequency is observed to remain stable even with bending. The reflection coefficient depth for the bent textile diamond dipole is found to decrease from -33.6 dB to -29.6 dB. However, generally the resonant frequency and impedance bandwidth for the bent case is found to yield a good performance for the textile diamond dipole. The measured result shows that the textile antenna exhibits good performance under bending state. The small size of the antenna in comparison to the cylinder's size might result to the negligible changes to the impedance matching.
The radiation pattern of the bent diamond dipole is shown in Fig. 13 . The radiation patterns are seen to have good agreement between the bent and flat conditions. The radiation characteristics with shape of a dipole are retained. However from observation, the beamwidths are slightly widened under bending. The bending curvature has broadened the direction of the antenna hence resulting the antenna to have a slightly higher beamwidth. The measured gain for the bent dipole is 2.63 dB as compared to 3.09 dB for the flat antenna. The measured gain is observed to slightly drop for the bent antenna. The small drop is expected since bending has caused the antenna to be less directional and therefore a drop of gain is seen.
Next, the bending experiment is carried out for the textile antenna with AMC case. Figure 14 shows the measured return loss of bent diamond dipole with AMC sheet. The graph compares the S 11 of a flat versus bent configurations, i.e. small and large bending. A good agreement is observed between the bent and flat cases. Results show that bending on a small cylinder exhibits a higher deviation in reflection coefficient, compared to a large cylinder due to a higher degree of bending which results in a more apparent deviation. In addition, the size of the AMC sheet is relatively large; hence a bending exposure is more noticeable than the previous case of antenna only. Polar plots in Fig. 15 show the radiation patterns of textile diamond dipole above AMC sheet in bent and flat conditions. For radiation pattern and gain measurements, only smaller cylinder of size 250 mm is used. Radiation pattern results show a reasonable agreement between bent and flat cases. Similar as flat configuration, the bent antenna and AMC also obtain directional patterns with small backlobes. Since the antenna and AMC are being bent on a curvature, they are forced to face broader direction, hence they become less directional. Therefore, higher backlobes are observed for the bent cases in both planes.
When the diamond dipole with AMC sheet is bent, the measured gain is 5.83 dB. The gain experiences small drop of 0.7 dB from 6.53 dB for the flat configuration. Since the bent configuration has become less directional, the drop of gain is expected. Nonetheless, the bent configuration of diamond dipole and AMC still exhibits directional pattern with a small backward radiation along with significantly high gain.
Wetness
The proposed textile antenna and AMC are designed to be integrated into human clothing for daily wear. Hence, there is a tendency for the antenna and AMC to get wet due to sweat or rain. Although the textile antenna can be designed with a waterproof plastic coating, typical fabric clothing materials are not waterproof, and therefore wetness test is necessary. Water has a high relative permittivity of approximately 80. When a textile antenna becomes wet, the water that penetrates into the fabric dominates the dielectric constant of the antenna's substrate. Therefore, a wet antenna consequently has higher relative permittivity compared to when it is in a dry state. The presence of water changes the properties and parameters of the textile antenna. This will in turn change the performance of the antenna, particularly the resonant frequency. Due to this reason, this section will investigate the performance of textile antenna and AMC under wet condition. Similar as in the previous bending study, wetness measurements will also be conducted for two cases i.e. antenna only, and antenna with AMC. Figure 16 shows the textile diamond dipole and AMC sheet being immersed inside the water for the wetness measurement. After being soaked overnight for more than 12 hours, the return loss of the antenna is measured in a complete wet state. By using the Vector Network Analyzer, S 11 of the wet antenna is measured immediately after being taken out from the water.
The return loss comparison between different wetness conditions is plotted in Fig. 17 . The S 11 results are being compared in four conditions namely before washing, complete wet, damp and dry. The dashed red line represents the S 11 of completely wet textile diamond dipole. As expected, a severe distortion has been achieved. The high permittivity of water influences the antenna performance. As can be seen from the graph, the resonant frequency has been shifted to lower frequency since the wet antenna substrate has high dielectric constant. For the damp case, the return loss curve has returned close to the original resonant frequency. The resonant frequency for damp diamond dipole is 2.37 GHz with return loss depth of -27.3 dB. Although the damp antenna is almost dry, some moisture is still left inside the antenna. Therefore, its dielectric constant is still relatively higher than the actual original value. The fully dried S 11 curve is denoted by the pink line in Fig. 17 . The resonant frequency for the fully dried diamond dipole is 2.43 GHz with return loss depth of -32.6 dB. It can be observed that there is slight deviation between the dry and original antennas. This is due to the fabric shrinking that changes the original properties of the antenna. Nevertheless, the fully dried antenna still exhibits good performance as offered by the original before washing diamond dipole. The wetness measurement is then continued for the case of antenna with AMC. The measured return loss of the diamond dipole and AMC is shown in Fig. 18 which compares the S 11 results for the states of before washing, complete wet, damp and dry. Since the wet antenna and AMC are completely influenced by the high permittivity of water, dramatic distortion is observed. The high permittivity of water corresponds to a lower resonance as shown by the dashed red curve. The antenna and AMC are then dried and the damp result shows that the S 11 is slowly returning to the original result. Moisture still exists in the antenna and AMC; hence the S 11 result is still not exactly similar as the original's result. Finally, once the configuration is completely dry, a good agreement of return losses between the before washing and dry are attained. Although there is a slight deviation, a satisfactory result has been achieved once the antenna and AMC return to dry state.
Specific Absorption Rate
The proposed textile antenna and AMC sheet will be applied for on-body communication. For body centric applications, the antenna and AMC need to be placed close to human body. Therefore, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) values are crucial for evaluation. SAR is a measure of the quantity of Radio Frequency (RF) energy that is absorbed by a unit mass of body. SAR value is expressed in unit of Watts per kilogram (W/kg). The equation that governs SAR value is as shown below (5). E is total field strength (V/m), is conductivity (S/m) and is material mass density (kg/m 3 ).
SAR simulation is performed using CST Microwave Studio which offers inhomogeneous biological models called CST Voxel family. In this research, Gustav, a 38 years old male with complete and detailed organ model, was used. Gustav model is a 176 cm tall male with weight of 69 kg. The model has conductivity and permittivity r that comply with the standards tissue dielectric parameters recommended by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Limits of SAR have been imposed by FCC [16] in the US and by International Commission on NonIonizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [17] for the worldwide. SAR limit enforced by FCC is 1.6 W/kg for a mass of 1 gram and ICNIRP's limit is 2 W/kg for 10 grams of tissues.
Simulations are conducted for diamond dipole with and without AMC surface placed on the torso part of Voxel biological body. Since the antenna and AMC groundplane are to be worn around the torso area, the dipole is placed at the centre of the phantom's chest. Reference power of 1 W is excited for the simulation and the SAR investigation is performed at 2.45 GHz.
3D visualization of SAR is illustrated in Fig. 19. Figures show the 3D plot with information of maximum SAR position. From the figures, it is clearly shown that high concentration of SAR value is seen when the textile antenna is placed alone on the human body. On the other hand, very minimum SAR concentration is observed when the textile AMC waveguide sheet is placed beneath the antenna. From the simulated 3D SAR diagrams, the maximum 3D 10 g SAR value for textile diamond dipole alone is 4.56 W/kg. On the contrary, the peak 3D 10 g SAR for the antenna with AMC surface is 0.03 W/kg. From the results, it can be seen that the peak SAR value decreases significantly with the introduction of AMC sheet. In addition, the antenna's efficiency experiences a notable drop of 37% with the existence of the phantom. However, the influence of the phantom towards the efficiency lessens with a fall of 3.5% when having AMC surface.
The SAR measurement is conducted using a simple system provided by Indexsar. IXP-050 SAR probe and Probe Amplifier IXA-020 are used in this research. The probe covers range of 400 MHz to 6 GHz. However, in this work, only performance at 2.45 GHz will be investigated. The probe has been calibrated by Indexsar in air, brain and body liquids. Waveguide method is employed for rotational isotropy calibrations. The probe is built with dipole sensors that are placed on a triangular prism core. The probe is tested to be resistant to glycol and liquid containing alcohol. Accompanying software that extracts the measured E fields and numerically processes and displays the SAR values are also provide by Indexsar.
Tissue stimulant liquid used in this work is also provided by Indexsar. The phantom tissue stimulant liquid operates at 2.45 GHz. The liquid contains Polyoxyethylene Sorbitan Aliphatic Acid mixture, which is a non toxic and does not contain Glycol. The measured dielectric properties of the liquid are 53.57 for the permittivity r and 1.81 for the conductivity at 22°C. On the other hand, due to the high cost, the phantom body used in this measurement setup is not provided by Indexsar. A human phantom for the torso body part has been fabricated separately using fibreglass. Figure 20 shows the SAR measurement setup using Indexsar probe and software together with the fibreglass phantom for torso part. 2.45 GHz equivalent homogeneous tissue stimulant liquid is filled into the phantom body. The probe is immersed in the liquid. When antenna is excited to the phantom body, the probe will detect the measured data and send it to the software to calculate and display the peak point SAR value.
Measurement is conducted to investigate the SAR performance of the textile diamond dipole with and without AMC sheet. Figure 21 compares the simulated value with the measured peak point SAR of the diamond dipole configurations. Results reveal that with the introduction of AMC sheet, peak point SAR is dropped to 0.037 W/kg for the simulation and 0.033 W/kg for the measured value. On the other hand, when the AMC structure is not present, the peak point SAR is as high as 26.4 W/kg for simulation and 14.75 W/kg for measurement. Significant drops of 26.36 W/kg and 14.72 W/kg are achieved for simulation and measurement respectively. Following that, investigations on the separation distances between the antenna and AMC to the biological point in a human body are explored. The antenna and AMC are placed very close to the surface of human body. From there, the point SAR at different distances in the human body is evaluated at 0, 10, 20 and 50 mm. 0 mm denotes the nearest point to the excitation while 50 mm is the furthest point into the human body. Figure 22 shows the visual description of the mentioned arrangement. From the presented results, good agreement in terms of trend has been achieved between simulation and measurement. However, there are discrepancies for the amplitude of the measured SAR compared to the simulation. The measured point SAR value is found to be smaller than the simulated values. The difference is expected since the outer dielectric shell for the fibreglass phantom used in the measurement is not model in the simulation. In the simulation, only biological human model is simulated with the antenna and AMC surface. Therefore, a high SAR value is expected due to the close proximity of excitation to the body surface. Due to that, small variations in the distance between the antenna and human body can lead to significant changes in SAR values. In addition, SAR measurement is often associated with uncertainty hence discrepancies between simulation and measurement can normally occur. Despite the difference of SAR amplitude between measured and simulated results, the trend shows good agreement as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, the AMC sheet has been proven to significantly reduce the SAR values. With AMC sheet, very low SAR value has been achieved hence enhancing its functionality for human health safety. Low SAR value proves that the amount of electromagnetic field being absorbed by the human body has been significantly reduced with the proposed AMC surface, which is appealing for health concern.
Conclusion
This study explored the development of textile diamond dipole with AMC sheet. With the introduction of the AMC ground plane, directive radiation patterns with a high gain were obtained. Reduced backlobe patterns which minimize the radiation that penetrates into the human body were observed. The proposed textile antenna and AMC were also tested under several wearable and body centric measurements. The impacts of bending, wetness and SAR have been studied rigorously for the cases of antenna only and antenna with AMC sheet. From the bending measurement, it is shown that bending does not give significant impact to the S-parameter, radiation pattern and gain performances. On the other hand, wetness investigation shows that a completely wet antenna and AMC suffer severe distortion in terms of S-parameter results. However, the performance of the antenna and AMC returned to its original before washing state when they are fully dried. Wetness can be avoided by laminating the textile antenna and AMC with a plastic coating or by using waterproof fabrics. SAR measurements have also been conducted for the designed textile antenna and AMC. Results show that significant reduction of SAR value is achieved with the presence of AMC sheet. The body centric measurements demonstrate that the proposed textile antenna and AMC sheet are deemed fit to be applied for wearable body centric application. However, the antenna and AMC are suggested to be coated with plastic cover to avoid any distortion caused by wetness. In addition, textile antenna and AMC with embroidered patches are also appealing for future work.
